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THREE WAYS BRANDS CAN BREACH
THE ATTENTION BARRIER IN 2017

CONSUMERS THESE DAYS ARE SO OVERWHELMED WITH EMAILS, POSTS,
WHITE PAPERS, AND ARTICLES THAT MANY HAVE NOW ERECTED A
PERSONAL 'ATTENTION BARRIER'.
This is a mental state which protects consumers' mental resources from all of the
irrelevant messages and advertisements flashed at them online.
While useful for consumers, the attention barrier is not a good thing for brands. When
people are hiding behind it, they may see brand content but will typically ignore
anything commercial straight away.
READ MORE

YouTube is getting rid of 30second unskippable pre-roll ads

How are brands structuring
marketing teams in the face of a
changing media landscape?

They’re arguably the most annoying video
ad formats in existence, but soon they’ll be a
thing of the past, at least on YouTube.

In other words, how brands are addressing
current key challenges, as well as capitalising
on opportunities in an evolving media
landscape.

It all starts with the exponential explosion in
the amount of data we have generated since
the dawn of the digital age. This is largely due
to the rise of computers, the Internet and
technology capable of capturing information
from the real, physical world we live in, and
converting it to digital data.

Google has announced that in 2018, 30-second
pre-roll ads that can’t be skipped will no longer
be available on the popular online video
destination it owns. According to Google, the goal
is to improve ad experience for users. “As part of
that, we’ve decided to stop supporting 30-second
unskippable ads as of 2018 and focus instead on
formats that work well for both users and
advertisers,”. For obvious reasons, unskippable
ads aren’t user favorites, particularly when they
are 30 seconds in length and appear before a
video begins to play.

One of the most interesting afternoon talks was to do
with how organisations are dealing with these
challenges internally, specifically in terms of setting
up marketing departments to deal with evolving
consumer expectations. What does it mean to say
transformation is the heart of marketing? Jeremy
Ellis, the MD of travel brand TUI, emphasised that
this means a company truly understands what its
consumer wants. In other words, by bringing the
target consumer into the room (so to speak) and
building strategy based around their needs and
desires – that’s when a marketing team is able to
drive transformation as opposed to merely react to it.

READ MORE

READ MORE

The Complete Beginner's Guide
To Big Data In 2017
Big Data is a term that has been around
for some time now but there is still
confusion about what it actually is.
The concept is continuing to evolve and to be
reconsidered, as it remains the driving force
behind many ongoing waves of digital
transformation, including artificial intelligence,
data science and the Internet of Things (IoT).

READ MORE

Traditional TV providers must adapt
to survive, says research

Traditional television (TV) services
providers must overhaul their business
models to compete with internet platforms

The post digital marketing world is well upon us
It will be an ecosystem where anything and everything will be decided by matters digital
In the world of marketing, digital as a separate specialism is going to become obsolete. We’re moving
to a post-digital world where digital is everything and everywhere and we’re going to get there sooner
than you think.

The US-based international research firm has
identified several key areas where the video
industry in the region is changing, including in
the move of the internet to TV, and the role
sports plays in the pay-TV dynamic, according to
research director Vidya S Nath.
“We’ve taken television to online, but we haven’t
taken online to television,” said Nath.“TV to
online is just the content: movies and sports
going online. That’s normal. Where they haven’t
been able to turn it around is in providing the
user experience that online offers,” she
continued.

If your future is in marketing, then digital marketing is your future.
The reality in MENA is that this is right around the corner. Just over 10 years ago, the total digital
media investments in our region totalled less than $1 million. By this year, we estimate this to grow to
$1.5 billion, or over 30 per cent of the total media investments.

READ MORE

At this exponential growth rate, digital will represent over 50 per cent of the total in just two to three
years. Such a transformation will have a significant impact on marketing practitioners and we see four
major shifts that will change the way we approach marketing.

READ MORE

Don’t lose sight of what audiences
actually want
It matters even as media rush in to stay on
the right side of digital trends
More than ever, it would seem that with the new
proliferation of mobile technologies, dominance of
social media and explosion of the number of news
sources people can turn to, the age old axiom
“change is constant” is pertinent.

UAE businesses find social media is not
for consumers alone

UAE’s millennials swayed by social
media influencers

LinkedIn and Facebook are their favoured
platforms to connect with other
businesses

Whether it be fashion or cuisine, they are
only too willing to go by their opinions

It’s a no-brainer that businesses need to be
on social media to engage with consumers
wherever they can. And if you don’t have
much of a strategy to be seen and heard on
these platforms, chances are your business
could be at risk... and an extreme one at that.
That’s as far as the B2C (business-toconsumer) space is concerned. But the same
level of risks could be there when businesses
want to “talk” to their peers or other
enterprises. It is a lesson UAE businesses are
taking to heart.

It sure seems the UAE’s millennials are only too
willing to be “influenced” by what they get to see
and hear on social media. If it’s a fashion tip or
even a suggestion to spice up a dish, bloggers
and social media influencers will do the talking on
your behalf. So much so, 71 per cent of them —
between 18 to 40 years — are “happy” to take
advice online before making up their minds to
purchase something. Not surprisingly, beauty,
fashion and food are areas where residents are
“most likely to turn to social media influencers for
recommendations”, according to a survey
conducted by BPG Cohn & Wolfe in tandem with
YouGov. The poll pulled in the views of 1,000
residents within this age group.

READ MORE
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Where audiences are — and what they want —
can become lost in such a myriad of sources and
choices. Keeping abreast of changes is critical to
survival for news providers. Only those which deal
with ongoing changes adequately have a chance
of, not only surviving, but succeeding and
prospering.

READ MORE
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